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Abstract

Electronic health record (EHR) systems have the capacity to aid clinical decision making by providing timely and relevant information about patients. However, providers’ lack of access to complete and up-to-date information in the required format hinders their ability to make timely decisions and often leads to misdiagnosis or redundant, duplicate tests. This research evaluates the extent to which pre-adoption information quality expectations are met and their effect on post-adoption satisfaction with an EHR system in terms of information quality and the workarounds that they may generate. The hypotheses were empirically tested through analysis of the responses of 64 healthcare stakeholders. The results indicate that lower information quality was perceived post-adooption than was expected at pre-adoption of the EHR system. Ultimately, workarounds were found largely to be a direct result of dissatisfaction with the EHR system. The results have implications for remedies to workarounds in terms of policy, training, and EHR system features modifications.

1. Introduction and Motivation for the Study

The patient safety literature highlights the importance of electronic patient information, and provider access to patient information is vital for establishing proper diagnosis and making decisions in regard to appropriate treatment [1]. Healthcare providers, including physicians and nurses, depend on the ability to obtain such information from widely adopted health information systems. Healthcare institutions, including provider offices and hospitals, have made significant progress toward implementing patient information management software with a wide range of functionalities in their practices [2].

Implementation of a successful health information system (HIS), such as an electronic health record (EHR) system, depends on its ability to meet complex system-, organizational-, and user-level requirements [3]. Providers in the United States received financial incentives to implement and properly use certified EHR systems, and other developed countries also implement advanced HIS [4]. EHR is defined as a repository of longitudinal patient information in digital form, stored and exchanged securely, and accessible by multiple authorized users. It contains retrospective, concurrent, and prospective information and its primary purpose is to support continuing, efficient and quality integrated health care [5 p.2].

Stakeholders of an EHR system range from providers to administrator and patients and they use EHR systems both in smaller provider offices and larger hospitals [6]. Healthcare providers rely on the information the EHR system provides to them in addition of patient input, if possible, for proper diagnosis and treatment plan.

Obtaining timely and relevant information regarding patients’ current and historical health status can be challenging when there is decentralized data across providers’ information systems or even paper records. Lack of timely and relevant information has been found to be one of the leading causes of re-hospitalization, duplicate tests, complications due to misdiagnosis or improper treatment plan, and increased cost of patient care [8,9].

Research also has found that computer workarounds can jeopardize the safety of patients and the confidentiality of their data [10]. Workarounds are a “post-implementation phenomenon widespread in organizations. They are commonly defined as non-compliant user behaviors vis-à-vis the intended system design, which may go so far as to bypass the formal systems entirely” [11 p.264]. A workaround, in the context of this study, is defined as the informal and temporary or permanent practices for handling systematic, organizational, or policy-driven exceptions to normal workflow to reach a desired goal during patient care. Healthcare providers may work around the medical information system for variety of reasons, such as saving time [12], addressing poor fitting workflow design [13], compensating for system shortcomings [14] and not finding the information provided sufficient [15]. Furthermore, workarounds in healthcare also threaten the implementation success of an EHR system and hinders the work of other stakeholders [16,17].

Prior to the implementation or upgrade of an information system, users form an expectation about the system’s capabilities as related to their work functions [15]. Healthcare providers, including physicians and
nurses, depend on and, thus, may expect comprehensive, timely, and up-to-date data available in a required format that is relevant to patient visits [18]. In this regard, the study is guided by the following research questions, which will guide the hypotheses (presented later in this paper): To what extent are healthcare providers’ pre-adoption information quality expectations met? What is the effect of post-adoption dissatisfaction with the EHR system in terms of information quality on the use of workarounds to overcome the perceived information quality shortcomings?

2. Theoretical Background

There are numerous theories and models related to user acceptance of information systems, for which usage is the dependent variable [19-22]. The extent an information system is used as intended is affected by organizational workflows, internal and external policies, system capabilities, and technology-task fit among other variables. Thus, actual usage is a major indicator of system implementation success. Information systems, by definition, are a network of technology, people, and processes that capture, transmit, manipulate, or display information to support people, organizations, or other software systems [23]. As such, the quality of information is fundamental for the proper, effective, and efficient use of an information system.

As noted, this study investigates the information quality expectations of healthcare providers for their EHR system and the extent to which the system circumvented when expectations are not met. Unmet expectations may affect providers’ satisfaction with the EHR system in terms of information quality and trigger possible workarounds to achieve the desired goal of treating patients. Healthcare providers’ information quality expectations and the workarounds they may trigger are viewed through the lenses of the following models:

- Delone and McLean Information System Success Model [24]
- Expectation-Disconfirmation Theory [25]
- Theory of Workarounds [26]

2.1. Delone and McLean Information System Success Model

Delone and Mclean in 1992 [24] reviewed information system (IS) success definitions and their measures and divided them into six categories. They then reviewed their model ten years later [27,28], considering other contributions, and updated the six categories into: information quality, system quality, service quality, intention to use, user satisfaction, and net benefits. For the purposes of our study, we focus on information quality and its effect on user satisfaction. User satisfaction is the most widely used measure for IS success for three reasons: (1) it has a high degree of face validity; (2) the numerous studies allowed the development of reliable items for measuring satisfaction with IS; and (3) satisfaction as a measure of success is stronger than other measures of success [24]. The definitions of satisfaction in the IS literature include psychological processes, beliefs, feelings, and attitudes in regard to user experience and the sum of feelings and attitudes in regard to certain factors that affect user experience positively or negatively [29]. In this study, user satisfaction with IS information quality is defined as a healthcare provider’s belief that the EHR system provides timely and relevant data in the format needed and from reliable sources to aid in decision making in the patient care process.

Information quality has always been a critical concern of organizations and receives increasing attention in IS research. Recently, due to the growth of data available from various sources and storage in data warehouses, high-quality data have become the focus of practitioners and academia. Further, studies have suggested the need to define the more granular dimensions of information quality that include service and product quality, as information is considered both a product and a service [30]. This study adopted the four main information quality categories from Wang and Strong that capture the requirement for high-quality information to be “intrinsically good, contextually appropriate for the task, clearly represented, and accessible to the data consumer” (p. 22) and that provide the foundation to measure user satisfaction of the EHR system in terms of information quality.

2.2. Expectation-Disconfirmation Theory

Expectation-Disconfirmation Theory (EDT) has been widely used in the consumer behavior literature to study consumer satisfaction and post-purchase behavior, such as repurchase or disappointment in the product [31,32]. The EDT framework posits that consumers initially form an expectation of a specific product or service prior to purchase. After accepting and using the product or service for a period of time, they form a perception of its performance. This perception may or may not meet their initial expectation, which will affect their satisfaction and repurchase intention of the product or service. Oliver also proposed a widely used simplified expectation-disconfirmation model in 1997 [33]. In this model, the expectations are theorized to have a negative influence on disconfirmation, as higher expectations are more likely to result in negative disconfirmation. Both expectations and
disconfirmations are predicted to lead to higher satisfaction levels, without including performance as a mediator variable in regard to satisfaction.

In terms of this study, healthcare providers form an expectation about the EHR system information quality prior to using it. The expectation of information quality is based on user needs to effectively and efficiently perform their job duties. After using the EHR system, providers may or may not disconfirm their initial expectations, which will, accordingly, affect their satisfaction with the EHR system in terms of information quality. Positive disconfirmation is hypothesized to result in better than expected information quality, while negative disconfirmation is hypothesized to result in lower information quality than expected [33]. This study follows the simplified EDT model, as providers do not select an EHR system based on their expected performance level on information quality; further, performance is beyond the scope of this study.

2.3. Theory of Workarounds

Workarounds have been viewed as the activities involved in overcoming an obstacle to attain a goal [26]. The obstacle may be shortcomings in the system or workflow, but training and policies also can affect the way that users ultimately use an IS. Although users may create a quicker or more efficient way of using the system, generally, workarounds are considered hazardous and opportunistic, noncompliant behavior that undermines management intentions [34]. In the healthcare context and the information quality domain, workarounds are generally triggered by shortcomings of the EHR system’s ability to capture or provide the needed information [35, 36] among responses to operational failures and workflow restraints [37,38]. When the required patient information is not available as an output or the information cannot be properly captured as an input, users may create workarounds. For example, they may access information from a legacy system or paper records. Similarly, they may use an alternative field for capturing relevant data that the system is not configured to capture and store, therefore, it will not be properly displayed in the appropriate context for decision making. The literature identifies positive and negative outcomes of workarounds that affect patients, providers, and healthcare organizations. For example, workarounds may reduce the stress of dealing with the EHR system and better meet patient needs; these workarounds can include such items as enabling earlier medication administration [39] and circumventing workflow or system barriers to delivering care [11,40]. Nevertheless, the negative outcomes of workarounds are seen in patient exposure to safety risks [41,42], loss of patient data [43], hindering of organizational learning and improvement [11], and increasing the cognitive effort and time needed to use the system [42].

3. Research Model and Hypotheses

This research is guided by simplified EDT, the IS success model, and workaround theory in its examination of the role of met or unmet expectations of information quality to predict satisfaction and its effect on workaround of the EHR system. The study proposes four causal paths: expected information quality (EIQ) to satisfaction (SA), EIQ to disconfirmation (DC), DC to SA, and SA to workaround (WA). Figure 1 depicts the proposed model and hypotheses, with their direction of effects.

3.1. Research Model

![Figure 1. Proposed model and hypotheses.](Image)

The one-dimensional conceptualization of provider satisfaction is derived from underlying information quality expectations that are positively or negatively disconfirmed and lead to providers’ workaround of an EHR system in terms of information quality. EIQ is a latent, formative, second-order construct that is measured by four categories of data-quality categories defined by Wang and Strong [44] and summarized in Table 1:

1. intrinsic: the quality of data in their own right and consists of accuracy, believability, objectivity, and reputation of the source dimensions;
2. contextual: information quality within the context of the task at hand and consists of value-added, relevancy, timeliness, completeness, and amount of data dimensions;
3. representational: information quality in terms of representation and delivery of data and consists of interpretability, ease of understanding, representational consistency, and concise representation dimensions;
4. accessibility: the capability of the information system to provide data and consists of accessibility, ease of use, operations, and security dimensions.

The dimensions provide comprehensive coverage of the multidimensional information quality construct [30].
### Table 1. Information quality categories and dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>accuracy, believability, objectivity, reputation of the source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual</td>
<td>value-added, relevancy, timeliness, completeness, amount of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representational</td>
<td>interpretability, ease of understanding, representational consistency, concise representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>accessibility, ease of use, operations, security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pre-adoption part of the model is designed to measure the initial, healthcare provider pre-use information quality expectations. Then, after two-months of use of the EHR system, providers disconfirm the initial information quality expectations, which results in positive or negative disconfirmation. The disconfirmation outcome may influence the satisfaction with the EHR system in terms of information quality and it can influence the extent of workaround of the EHR system.

### 3.2. Hypotheses

The hypotheses in this study build on the above covered theories and related literature in the healthcare context. Integrating information quality into EDT and the IS success model are providing the base of H1-H3, in which disconfirmation of the information quality expectation affect satisfaction with an EHR system in terms of information quality. H4 build on the workaround theory and posits that satisfaction with an EHR system in terms of information quality is negatively correlated to the extent healthcare providers work around the system to overcome information quality shortcomings. Justification of the hypotheses follows.

To properly diagnose and treat patients, healthcare providers need access to timely, accurate, and relevant data that come from a reliable source and are easy to interpret. Providers have expectations for quality information from their EHR system, which form their beliefs and attitudes in regard to the system [50-52]. The information quality dimension is considered an object-based belief, and satisfaction with the EHR system is considered an object-based attitude [45,46]. Information that the EHR system produces is considered an output while the information it captures is considered an input. The perception of satisfaction with an EHR system increases with the perception of quality information input and output [47-49]. Physicians often come to an EHR system with precise information need affected by patient characteristics and clinical situations. Providers indicate higher satisfaction with an EHR system that provides relevant information to their needs in a usable format from a reliable source. Hence, it is proposed:

**H1:** Pre-adoption expectations of information quality are positively associated with healthcare providers’ satisfaction with the EHR system.

Disconfirmation is the discrepancy between the anticipated or expected quality of the good or service and the quality that was actually received or experienced [32]. This discrepancy is positive when the actual experience is better than expected or negative when the actual experience is worse than expected [50,53,54]. Following the notion of EDT, healthcare providers have certain initial expectation levels for the information quality that their EHR system provides. If these initial expectations are not met once they use the EHR system, negative disconfirmation results. Healthcare providers have high quality expectations for the dimensions of information that they need the most to execute a proper diagnosis and treatment plan [50]. The higher the expectations, the more likely the EHR system will fall short in delivering them, and negative disconfirmation will result and decrease satisfaction with the EHR system. Conversely, positive disconfirmation occurs when the EHR system outperforms the initial expectations of information quality and results in increased satisfaction with the EHR system. This is due to the disconfirmation effect that has been well studied in the IS literature [53,55-57]. Therefore, it is posited:

**H2:** Pre-adoption expectations of information quality are negatively associated with healthcare providers’ post-adoption disconfirmation of the initial information quality expectations.

Studies in the consumer behavior literature investigated the causes and formation process of satisfaction through EDT [58,59]. The EDT suggests that the user satisfaction is determined by the size and direction of the discrepancy between expectation and its disconfirmation. On the basis of this disconfirmation and the EDT, it is believed that disconfirmation of the original expectation has an effect on satisfaction [61,62, 64]. Ryan et al. [63] found that user expectations affected satisfaction with EHR system yet was moderated by experience.

Disconfirmation to the providers’ initial expectation EMR system has a negative effect on the level of satisfaction with the EMR was found by Ayanso et al. [64]. Therefore, in the context of health information quality, it is proposed:
H1: Post-adooption disconfirmation of the initial information quality expectations is positively associated with healthcare providers’ satisfaction with the EHR system in terms of information quality.

Workarounds have a variety of definitions in the IS literature, but the common theme is the action taken to overcome an obstacle to achieve a goal. Patient safety is of utmost importance in healthcare, and workflow exceptions, dysfunctional system features, regulatory requirements (among other triggers) may call for providers to work around to standardized workflow and processes [66] but risk harm to patients [68]. Workarounds in the healthcare domain are considered an act of resilience, a means to overcome difficulties [69], and to provide a means to deliver service in a more efficient way [70]. The additional work tasks, which are mainly clerical, imposed by EHR systems also may trigger workarounds. In terms of information quality, if the EHR system falls short in delivering the expected information and providers are not satisfied with the system, providers may create a workaround by searching elsewhere, such as in legacy systems, ask for records from other providers, or use paper records. Lower satisfaction with and IS triggers workaround to avoid using and IS [71] to level out the satisfaction, as found among healthcare providers [72,73]. Therefore, it is proposed:

H2: Post-adooption satisfaction with an EHR system in terms of information quality will be negatively associated with workarounds to overcome post-adooption dissatisfaction.

4. Research methods

This study was designed to test the above hypotheses in two phases following Venkatesh and Davis’ data collection methodology [19]. In the first phase, the initially formed expectations in regard to the four dimensions of information quality were measured prior to use of a newly implemented EHR system but after the initial training. In the second phase, the disconfirmation effect of the initial EIQ was measured two months after the EHR system was used for part or all of the providers’ job functions. The initial survey took about 15 minutes to complete and requested the respondent to indicate his or her level of expectations of the new EHR system’s ability to provide certain information quality attributes that were required for performance of their daily job duties. The second phase took about a half hour to complete and requested the respondent to disconfirm their expectations on the initial EIQ post EHR implementation and two months of use to perform at least part of their daily job duties using the EHR system. This involved measurement of the level of satisfaction with the new EHR system in terms of quality information provided post implementation. Additional items concerned whether users felt the need to work around the EHR system to input or retrieve information due to certain shortcomings of the EHR system’s ability to provide or capture the information in the format needed.

Participants, who were recruited on a voluntary basis, were from a research hospital where a new EHR system had been implemented. A pretest of the questionnaires was conducted by IS experts and a representative of the steering committee in the hospital. The steering committee agreed to assist with the research and helped to recruit volunteers. A total of 92 providers, including physicians and nurses from multiple departments, enrolled in the study, and 64 respondents completed both phases. The questionnaires were administered through a paper copy to ensure the participants’ anonymity.

The instruments used established measurement items, each of which was answered on a 7-point Likert scale. Information quality items were adopted from Lee et al. [30] and Wang & Strong [44], and wording was adopted from McKinney et al. [74]. Each information quality attribute item began as follows: “Based on my experience so far, I expect that the EHR system will . . .”; and a response was, “. . . . present sufficiently complete information for my needs to perform my job duties.” There were 12 reverse-coded questions; for example: “. . . . present incomplete information for my needs to perform my job duties” [30]. All EIQ dimensions were properly defined, and an example from the medical field was provided where applicable. A total 34 items were used for the four EIQ dimensions, after eight items were removed based on exploratory factor analysis. Responses ranged from 1 = I completely disagree to 7 = I completely agree.

Testing the disconfirmation of EIQ involved a reworded version of the 34 EIQ items, and all questions began with, “Compared to my initial expectations, the ability of the EHR system . . .,” and a sample response was “. . . . to present sufficiently complete information for my needs to perform my job duties was . . .” Responses ranged from 1 = much worse than I expected to 7 = much better than I expected [75].

The satisfaction measures were adapted from Seddon and Yip [76] and from Delone and McLean [28]. Twelve items were used to measure user satisfaction with the EHR system use after the first two months in terms of information quality provided. The questions were proceeded by “Based on your experience so far, lease rate your satisfaction level with the new EHR system in terms of following:” and a sample question from satisfaction measurement: “Availability of information” or “credibility of information”.
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Responses ranged from 1 = I am extremely dissatisfied to 7 = I am extremely satisfied.

Workaround items on the questionnaire followed up on the twelve satisfaction questions and asked the participants to disclose the workaround they may have performed due to dissatisfaction with the EHR system in terms of certain information quality attribute. Questions were preceded by “During my experience with the EHR system, I did my work differently, at least once, than expected from me in order to perform my job duties, because….,” and example questions were “…I did not have access to the information necessary” or “…the information was not presented consistently in the same format”. Responses ranged from 1 = I completely disagree to 7 = I completely agree.

Workaround measurement items are not available in the literature that measure workaround based on satisfaction with information quality. The measurement items were derived from the literature [77,78] but had to be reworded substantially.

The procedure for the study followed that of Bhattacherjee and Premkumar [53] in a longitudinal setting. The initial training provided respondents with enough knowledge of the EHR system to form an expectation about the information quality needed to perform their job functions.

5. Results

After the measurement items were identified, exploratory factor analysis was used to assess item quality. Principle component analysis with direct oblimin rotation revealed four factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1 and explained 76% of the total variance. A scree test also indicated four factors [79]. Eight information quality measurement items that loaded at less than 0.60 and had greater than 0.30 cross-loadings were removed. Internal consistency reliabilities (ICRs) were over 0.80. Discriminant validity, a check to ensure that constructs are different from each other, was measured by the average variance extracted (AVE), and all items were above the 0.50 standard. Each construct exhibited a higher square root of the AVE than did the correlation of other constructs [80], which further demonstrated sound discriminant validity. The composite reliability, the measure of internal consistency of each indicator with its construct, was over 0.90. The results confirmed convergent validity of the model.

5.1. Measurement model

The research model developed in this study employed structural equation modeling (SEM) based on partial least squares (PLS) to test the explanatory character of the model based on the theoretical background. The literature recommends PLS over covariance-based SEM (CBSEM), such as maximum likelihood (ML) estimation [81]. PLS is a better fit for prediction when hypotheses are derived from a general theory that does not recognize all relevant variables, making the theory is less sound [91]. CBSEM provides a better fit for the purpose of theory confirmation.

The measurement was created in structural equating software, SmartPLS (v.3.2.6), to assess the properties of the latent constructs. Sample covariance matrices were utilized to test the explanatory power and overall fit of the research model and, ultimately, the relative strengths of the causal paths between the variables described in the model. Common model-fit measures were used to evaluate the model’s goodness-of-fit, and all measures were within the tolerance limits found in the literature, as shown in parentheses. Non-normed fit index (NNFI): 0.934 (>0.90), comparative fit index (CFI): 0.961 (>0.90), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA): 0.059 (<0.10), normed chi-square: 2.18 (<3.0), GFI: 0.973 (>0.90).

5.2. Structural model

SPSS statistical software (v. 21) was used to test the structural model for collinearity. The variance inflation factor (VIF – 1/(1-R²)) was below 10 [82] and indicated that multicollinearity was not a problem. A bootstrap method was used to calculate standard errors and the constructs’ t-values to evaluate the structural relationships and properties of the latent variables [83]. The construct EIQ to SA obtained a positive coefficient of 0.282 and a t-value of 2.211 (p < 0.05), supporting H1. EIQ to DC presented a negative coefficient of -0.136 with a t-value of 3.537 (p < 0.01), supporting H2. DC to SA obtained a positive coefficient of 0.189 and a t-value of 0.097 (p = 0.43) and did not support H3. SA explained 29.4% of variance (R² = 0.294), and a blindfolding method was used to verify Stone-Geisser’s predictive relevance (Q²) as suggested by Hair et al. [84]. SA to WA obtained a negative coefficient of -0.389 and a t-value of 4.489 (p < 0.01) and explained 39.3% of the variance (R² = 0.393).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Path co-efficient</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Supported</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>2.211</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Supported</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
<td>3.537</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Not Supported</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Supported</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>4.489</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Path coefficients in the structural model
6. Discussion and contributions

The purpose of this study was to develop a model that helps to explain healthcare providers’ information quality expectation from an EHR system, how a disconfirmed expectation shapes their satisfaction with the system, and the impact of satisfaction on EHR system workarounds. The rich literature provided theoretical grounding for the model, which was empirically tested.

The positive and significant relationship between pre-use EIQ and SA indicates that perceived information quality across all four dimensions of information (intrinsic, contextual, representational, accessibility) is a significant driver of providers’ perceived satisfaction with the EHR system. The low variance explained (29.4%) may be due to the fact that a variable other than information quality drives satisfaction. EHR is a complex system with multiple functions and thus, usability, security, and other system characteristics were outside of the scope of this study and have been found to be drivers of user satisfaction [89].

The negative and significant relationship between pre-use EIQ and DC indicates that the expected information quality across all four dimensions was higher than the post-adoption and use perception. A possible explanation is that EHR system implementations are preceded with provider “buy-ins” and “onboarding,” which often result in glorifying the upcoming system. Although users, especially older physicians, have a natural resistance to technical changes that are inevitable during an EHR system implementation [90], the pre-implementation discussion may inflate expectations to reduce initial resistance and increase morale about the implementation. It may be that the usability and administration concerns are alleviated by providing better access to more comprehensive patient data, which may inflate the expectations.

The non-significant relationship between DC and SA may be explained by the many other factors that drive satisfaction with an EHR system in terms of information quality. Although relevant and timely data is important, usability and the increased amount of time required to enter notes may be more appropriate indicators of satisfaction.

The largest negative effect across the four hypotheses was between satisfaction and workarounds of the EHR system to overcome post-adoption dissatisfaction with information quality and is in line of previous studies [86,87]. The literature includes numerous factors that drive workaround decisions, with treating patients in a timely manner as a major determining factor [39, 85]. This result suggests that providers may not want to rely only on data in the EHR system and will do whatever it takes to get the right information to make decisions and treat patients. The increased explanatory power (39.3%) suggests that workarounds are due, to a large extent, to dissatisfaction with the quality of information that the EHR system takes or provides across all four dimensions of information quality. When providers feel dissatisfied with the EHR system’s ability to provide or capture quality information related to patient care, they are more likely to work around the system to capture or acquire the needed information.

This study contributes to the workaround literature in the healthcare industry. Although many factors that trigger workarounds have been identified, there is limited research on what causes a workaround in an EHR system in terms of information quality expectations. An initial set of quantitative measures was proposed in this study and includes the 11 types of workarounds described in Alter’s theory of workarounds [24] in an information quality domain. The workaround literature is mostly qualitative, but this study approached the triggers and effects quantitatively. The widely used technology acceptance models may incorporate workarounds into the use behavior outcome variable, as usage of a system can vary greatly, depending on the degree to which the expectations for the systems are met.

The findings also may serve as an indicator to management to deliver realistic expectations in regard to an upcoming EHR system implementation. Software providers also may benefit from an understanding of pre-acceptance expectations in regard to a variety of system characteristics. When an EHR system upgrade occurs, the model may be beneficial to determining how to reduce or prevent workarounds.

7. Limitations and directions for further research

This study has several limitations. First, the small sample size may decrease the power of the findings. Second, the generalizability is limited, as data were collected from one hospital implementing a certified EHR system, and the training and other pre-implementation “onboarding” methods may be unique and skew the results. Third, the information quality dimensions may reveal more specific and granular results if measured as separate formative dimensions of the EIQ latent construct. Furthermore, if the importance of each EIQ category are measured, the study could pinpoint the gaps between expected information quality and the satisfaction with it. It would be interesting to measure the relation between the significance of information category and the expectation-satisfaction gaps across stakeholders using the EHR system. Fourth,
expectations of other system characteristics, such as usability and security, may provide a better understanding of where and how workarounds are triggered. Fifth, the study used the simplified expectation-conformation model without performance. With proper measures, an understanding of performance in relation to original expectations may pinpoint user inabilities as opposed to perceived system shortcomings. It is recommended to compare the findings with process-mining results and to explore in which steps users deviate from the organizational processes and expected workflows.

Final recommendation for future studies is to explore the effect of workaround as a mediator on satisfaction. Literature indicates that fixing problems and working around rules in the sake of patient care enhances perceived personal proficiency [73] and confidence in their competence [88], and in turn may affect the satisfaction with the system as reduces frustration and stress [39] and workarounds were found to increase healthcare employee’s over satisfaction with EHR systems [91].
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